TRUMPF Sisma s.r.l is a joint venture between the German world leader in sheet metal fabrication machinery and industrial lasers technology TRUMPF and the world reference for the production of high precision jewelry machinery and laser systems Sisma. This German-Italian joint venture was started in 2014 and is established in Schio, that has been the heart of Veneto’s industrial development since decades. The production plant is nearly 1800 m² including offices, laboratories and production.

TRUMPF Sisma develops and produces Laser Metal Fusion (LMF) machines, commonly known as 3D Metal Printers. The target markets for this innovative technology are Dental, Medical, Aerospace, Turbine, Oil & Gas, Jewelry & Fashion.

The company is young, dynamic and fast growing and believes in the power of human beings, which are considered the constant engine that powers every process and every machine.